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We remember that’s when we stopped
& fell asleep. I remember it’s 1 of those;
it's 1 of those few moments in life…
		Where ?
		 Where, it felt like; like an answer.
Ummm & it wasn’t (♠)like; It wasn’t like
we saw a voice or like a burning bush or
something like that. Like mercy. & Beyond sheer release. This other thought:
a weird thought. This whole ordeal reminds us of a lonely worker, an outsider.
You keep trying things. Juice. Bounce.
Bathroom. Sleep. Your Account. Scroll.
Type. Breath. The weird thing is in this
awful full potential thing. Non of those
♠
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things actually work. They are all like
fake choices. YOU the PURE PLAYAZ™
(genuine 1969) don’t have control (the
room feels like its spinning, again ?).
An act of saving. Nothing works. Bizzzarre. Made of hope. We hope to share it
with you. Come home feeling crushed.
#roped
		 It was amazing: This person introduced me to that person. That person
introduced me to that person. Their is
actually 2 or 3 people that want to fund
our work ?! Wait so your saying their is
actually a market–place for this kind
of work ? So, so I want to be clear. The
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world of these kind of works is a mini
1. Their are people; Their are investors
who are looking for work that are doing
something different. Looking for work
that is meaningful in some way (Ad ?).
Umm, & so I think a few of them came
tonight & thought O.K. let's see what a
full fledge version of this world would
be. Umm & and we’re just like thinking;
it's like this generation has grown up
– right ? ; different experiences.
		 Why can’t we tell these stories with
this room ? Options appear. Please,
stop. Drop your head into your lap (the
room stops spinning, great !). Bring-
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ing you back to this space (any work
could work, phew!). That dragon called
Work. Floating in the nighttime sky 2
wards the moon. The sun is sin–king in
the west. Will I see… 'round the bend,
Ben ? Voice Mails ! Take care. The edges
(creeping–in). Rain pours into the room.
Deep Swallow. Long Walk. Deep Breath.
Eat In. Hang OUT. Download Code.
Then press ‘♯’. The I.Q., birthdate, panic threshold, grip strength, lift strength,
aging agility ability, & innumerable other qualities aren’t codes. Just images
using dusty beige & brown, pale blueº
warm earth tones…
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This affords the viewers the opportunity
to extrapolate the strong & silent type.
#whichappear/s
At the end of the day.
No new messages. @urbanore
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